
The Lake Game 

Objective: By pretending to be stakeholders of a community around Lake Minnewashta and making 

decisions that affect both their community and their lake, students will visualize the effects of 
pollutants, and learn how their actions can affect the water quality of their lakes, rivers, wetlands, and 

other bodies of water. 

Age: 8-12 

Time: 55 minutes 

Materials: Roleplaying cards, Discussion Cards, Map of Lake Minnewashta and surrounding area, Clear 
container to represent the lake, clear plastic cups for withdrawing water, two buckets (one for dirty 

water and one for clean water), red and green food coloring with droppers (pollution= red, fertilizer= 

green), small shakers filled with soil (turbidity), one cup of molasses (to represent oil leaks and pet 
waste), trash items (toilet paper, candy wrappers, crumpled paper or napkins), rubber worms, at least 3 

sponge fish, at least 10 small 'invasive' fish (different from the other fish), fishing rod, one picture of a 

loon or other animal, one pair of scissors, rags, Secchi disc if you want to monitor lake clarity. 

Directions: 

1. Place the container representing the lake in the center of the large lake map. Stand the fish on

the bottom of the container.

2. Place the pollution solutions, eyedropper, turbidity shaker, and the container for withdrawing

water near the lake. Place the picture of wildlife near the lake. Keep the fishing pole and other
game props until their particular roles are read during the game.

3. Decide on a game order. When it is a person's turn, have them take the role playing card from
the top of the pile (place them in order before game). Encourage the player to make a decision

they think the person described on their card would make. Have the participants perform the

actions indicated on the roleplaying cards. Use the discussion cards to facilitate discussion

about each action.
4. Discuss the decisions as you play. Balance economic considerations against idealism. If no one

opts to pollute, question the realistic nature of the situation. Discuss how participants can
influence actual decisions through personal choices and activism.

5. After playing through the cards, discuss how this is a simplified model of a lake. In an actual

lake, water is constantly added through precipitation and runoff. Pollution is diluted or flushed

out.

Variation: 

1. Have students make some role playing cards for a lake association member, DNR conservation

office, city landowner, member of an angler's club, lake resident, farmer, highway department

worker, or other !person
., 

Have the students discuss the perspective, v�lues, and point of view of
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